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ABSTRACT

This paper suggests stratification algorithms that account for a discrepancy between the stratification variable and the study
variable when planning a stratified survey design. Two models are proposed for the change between these two variables.
One is a log-linear regression model; the other postulates that the study variable and the stratification variable coincide for
most units, and that large discrepancies occur for some units. Then, the Lavallée and Hidiroglou (1988) stratification
algorithm is modified to incorporate these models in the determination of the optimal sample sizes and of the optimal
stratum boundaries for a stratified sampling design. An example illustrates the performance of the new stratification
algorithm. A discussion of the numerical implementation of this algorithm is also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION the Lavallée and Hidiroglou algorithm may fail to meet the

The construction of stratified sampling designs has a
long history in the statistical sciences. Chapters 5 and 5A in
Cochran (1977) review several techniques for splitting a
population into strata. The construction of strata is a topic
of current interest in the statistical literature. Recent contri-
butions include Hedlin (2000) who revisits Ekman (1959)
rule for stratification, and Dorfman and Valiant (2000) who
compare model-based stratification with balanced sampling.
Model based stratification, is discussed in Godfrey,
Roshwalb, and Wright (1984) and in chapter 12 of Särndal,
Swensson, and Wretman (1992).

In business surveys, populations have skewed distri-
butions; a small number of units accounts for a large share
of the total of the study variable. It is therefore appropriate
to include all large units in the sample (Dalenius 1952;
Glasser 1962). A good sampling design has one take-all
stratum for big firms, where the units are all sampled,
together with take-some strata for businesses of medium
and small sizes. Typically the sampling fraction goes down
with the size of the unit; small businesses get large
sampling weights. The Lavallée and Hidiroglou (1988)
stratification algorithm is often used to determine the
stratum boundaries and the stratum sample sizes in this
context (see for instance Slanta and Krenzke 1994, 1996).
This algorithm uses a stratification variable, known for all
the units of the population. It gives the stratum boundaries
and the stratum sample sizes that minimize the total sample
size required to achieve a target level of precision. It uses an
iterative procedure, due to Sethi (1963), to determine the
optimal stratum boundaries. The Lavallée and Hidiroglou
algorithm does not account for a difference between the
stratification and the survey variables. As time goes by, this
difference increases and the sampling design provided by the number of strata;

precision criterion.
Stratification in situations where the survey variable and

the stratification variable differ is considered in Dalenius
and Gurney (1951), see also Cochran (1977, chapter 5A).
Many authors have studied approximate formulae for
determining stratum boundaries, and for evaluating the gain
in precision resulting from stratification on an auxiliary
variable. Some relevant contributions are Serfling (1968),
Singh and Sukatme (1969), Singh (1971), Singh and
Parkash (1975), Anderson, Kish and Cornell (1976), Oslo
(1976), Wang and Aggarwal (1984) and Yavada and Singh
(1984). Hidiroglou and Srinath (1993) and Hidiroglou
(1994) suggest techniques to update stratum boundaries
using a new stratification variable. However these papers
do not explicitly provide stratification algorithms
accounting for the discrepancy between the stratification
variable and the survey variable. This paper fills this gap by
constructing generalizations of the Lavallée and Hidiroglou
(1988) algorithm that express the difference between these
two variables in terms of a statistical model.

A brief review of stratified sampling and of sample
allocation methods is first given. Models for the difference
between stratification and survey variables are then pro-
posed. The implementation of Sethi’s algorithm, when the
stratification and the survey variable differ, is then
presented. Numerical illustrations are provided.

2. A REVIEW OF STRATIFIED RANDOM
SAMPLING

Some of the standard notation of stratified random
sampling that will be used in this paper is
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(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

is for the relative weight of 3. SOME MODELS FOR THE DISCREPANCY
stratum is the size of stratum h, and is BETWEEN THE STRATIFICATION AND
the total population size; THE SURVEY VARIABLE

is for the sample size in stratum h and
is the sampling fraction;

and are the population and sample means of Y
within stratum h;

is the population standard deviation of Y within
stratum h.

In this paper the strata are constructed using X, a stratifi-
cation variable. Stratum h consists of all units with an
X-value in the interval where

are the stratum boundaries.
The survey estimator for can be expressed as

its variance is given by:

In business surveys, all the big firms are sampled; we
choose stratum L as the take-all stratum so that For

the sample size in take-some stratum h, can be
written as where n is the total sample size and

depends on the allocation rule. The two allocation rules
that are considered in this paper are

– The power allocation rule

where p is a positive number in

– The Neyman allocation rule

Solving (2.1) for n leads to

The optimal stratum boundaries are the values of
that minimize n subject to a requirement on the precision of
such as where c is the target coefficient
of variation (CV). The range to 10% is often used
for business surveys.

In this section denotes the known
stratification variable for the N units in the population.
Many stratification algorithms, including Lavallée and
Hidiroglou, suppose that also represents
the values of the study variable. This section suggests
statistical models to account for a difference between these
two variables.

For the sequel, it is convenient to look at X and Y as
continuous random variables and to let denote
the density of X. The data can be viewed
as N independent realizations of the random variable X.
Since stratum h consists of the population units with an
X-value in the interval the stratification process
uses the values of and

the conditional mean and variance of
Y given that the unit falls in stratum h, for
Three models for the difference between X and Y are next
given along with their conditional means and variances for
Y.

3.1 A Log-linear Model

The first model considers that
where is a normal random variable with

mean 0 and variance which is independent from X, and
α and are parameters to be determined. When

and one has the survey and
the stratification variables are the same. In general,

The conditional moments of Y can be
evaluated using the basic properties of the lognormal
distribution (see Johnson and Kotz 1970), that is

One has

while is equal to
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(3.5)

(3.6)

The parameter values and can sometimes be
calculated from historical data. Simple ad hoc values are

and Here ρ is the
assumed correlation between and It can be
set equal to predetermined values such as 0.95 or 0.99.

3.2 A Linear Model

In the survey sampling literature, the discrepancy
between Y and X is often modeled with a heteroscedastic
linear model,

where the conditional distribution of given X, has mean
0 and variance for some non negative parameter γ.
Straightforward calculations lead to

while

For an arbitrary the conditional variance of Y
depends on three conditional moments of X. The generali-
zation of Sethi’s algorithm presented in section 5 does not
work in this situation. Note however that when the
conditional mean and variance of Y are proportional to
those for the log-linear model with

the proportionality factors are and
for the conditional expectations and the

conditional variances respectively. Thus the two models for
the discrepancy between the stratification and the survey
variable, either the log-linear model of section 3.1 or the
linear model (3.5) with parameter lead, in section 5,
to the same stratified design provided that (3.6) holds. In the
later sections, the log-linear model is used to represent the
change between X and Y. It should give good results when
the true relationship between Y and X is modeled by (3.5)
with When model (3.5) is assumed to hold with a
smaller value of γ, the algorithm of section 5 can still be
implemented when γ is set to either 0 or 1. This is however
not pursued in this paper.

3.3 A Random Replacement Model mean variance n

This model assumes that the stratification variable is
equal to the survey variable, i.e., for most units.
There is however a small probability that a unit changed
drastically; its Y value then has as density and is distri-
buted independently of its X value. This is the approach
used in Rivest (1999) to model the occurrence of stratum
jumpers for which X is not representative of Y. More
formally, this can be written as,

where represents a random variable with density
distributed independently of X. The conditional mean for Y
under this model is given by

while its conditional variance is equal to

4. AN EXAMPLE

Before addressing the technical details underlying the
construction of the algorithms, it is convenient to look at an
example. Consider the MU284 population of Särndal,
Swensson and Wretman (1992), presenting data on 284
Swedish municipalities.

To build a stratified design for estimating the average of
RMT85, the revenues from the 1985 municipal taxation,
REV84, the real estate value according to 1984 assessment,
is used as a stratification variable. One takes and set
the target CV at 5%. Two stratified designs obtained with
the Lavallée and Hidiroglou algorithm are given in Table 1,
for the power allocation with and the Neyman
allocation. Both have When applied on survey
variable RMT85, these two designs give estimators of total
revenue with coefficients of variation of 8.3% and 7.3%
respectively. Failing to account for a change between the
survey and the stratification variables yields estimators that
are more variable than expected.

Table 1
Stratified designs obtained with the Lavallée and

Hidiroglou algorithm for the MU284 population using
REV84 as stratification variable and a target CV of 5%

Power allocation with

stratum 1 1,251 874 56,250 86 1 0.01 19

stratum 2 2,352 1,696 100,898 82 2 0.02 19

stratum 3 4,603 3,114 351,547 65 3 0.05 19

stratum 4 10,606 6,442 2,027,436 41 3 0.07 19

stratum 5 59,878 19,631 275,502,518 10 10 1 19

Neyman allocation

mean variance n

stratum 1 1,273 878 57,260 87 2 0.02 19

stratum 2 2,336 1,701 99,688 81 2 0.02 19

stratum 3 4,619 3,114 351,547 65 3 0.05 19

stratum 4 11,776 6,921 3,724,610 46 7 0.15 19

stratum 5 59,878 28,418 426,851,844 5 5 1 19
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To model the discrepancy between REV84 and RMT85, same as the CVs obtained with the designs of Table 2. The
we use the log-linear model of section 3.1. There are main difference between these designs is the size of the
outliers in the linear regression of log(RMT85) on take-all stratum. The design constructed with the Lavallée
log(REV84); they make the least squares estimates of and Hidiroglou algorithm has a take-all stratum of size
and unrepresentative of the relationship between the as compared to and for the designs
two variables. Robust estimates obtained with the Splus of Table 2. Allowing the stratification and the survey
function lmRobMM are used instead. They are given by variables to differ appears to reduce the relative importance

and Table 2 gives the stratified of the take-all stratum in the sampling design. Further
designs obtained with the generalized Lavallée and investigations are needed to ascertain this hypothesis.
Hidiroglou algorithm for two allocation rules. They both The stratification algorithm for the random replacement
give estimators of the total of RMT85 having a CV of 5.7%. model of section 3.3 (with Neyman allocation) was also
This CV is still larger that 5%. Since there are outliers in applied to REV84. Assuming changes in 2% of the units
the log-linear regression, the assumption of normal errors ( ), the generalized Lavallée and Hidiroglou algo-
made in section 3.1 is not met. This might explain the rithm yields a stratified design with sample units;
failure to reach the target CV exactly. The increase in the resulting estimator of total RMT85 has a CV of 5.5%.
sample size for to is noteworthy! For both An interesting property of this stratified design is that the
allocation methods the design obtained using the log-linear smallest sampling fraction is it is much
model has smaller take-all strata than Lavallée and larger than for the designs of Tables 1 and 2.
Hidiroglou. Despite the presence of outliers, the random replacement

Table 2
Stratified designs obtained with the generalized Lavallée and

Hidiroglou algorithm for the MU284 population using REV84 as
stratification variable, a log-linear with and

for the discrepancy between REV84 and RMT85,
and a target CV of 5%

Log-linear model stratification algorithm with power allocation
with

mean variance n

stratum 1 1,558 1,023 97,245 121 4 0.03 28

stratum 2 3,031 2,219 168,204 81 5 0.06 28

stratum 3 5,706 4,022 464,471 44 6 0.14 28

stratum 4 11,107 7,602 2,659,061 32 7 0.22 28

stratum 5 59,878 25,536 39,131,413 6 6 1 28

Log-linear model stratification algorithm with Neyman
allocation

mean variance n

stratum 1 1,582 1,023 97,245 121 4 0.03 28

stratum 2 3,040 2,219 168,204 81 5 0.06 28

stratum 3 5,608 4,022 464,471 44 5 0.11 28

stratum 4 11,476 7,709 2,952,313 33 9 0.27 28

stratum 5 59,878 28,418 426,851,844 5 5 1 28

An alternative to the generalized Lavallée and
Hidiroglou algorithm for the construction of stratified
designs is to us their original algorithm with a smaller target
CV. This increases the sample size thereby reducing the
variance of the estimator of the total of the survey variable.
When constructing a design for RMT85 using REV84 as a
stratification variable, the standard Lavallée and Hidiroglou
algorithm with power allocation rule ( ) and a target
CV of 3.6%, yields a stratified design with This
design has the same sample size as those presented in Table
2. The CV of the estimator of the total RMT85 is 5.7%, the

model does not describe the changes between REV84 and
RMT85 as well as the log-linear model. This explains why
a larger sample size, 37 instead of 28, is needed to get an
estimator with a variance comparable to that obtained with
the stratification based on a log-linear model.

5. A METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING
STRATIFICATION ALGORITHMS

The aim of a stratification algorithm is to determine the
optimal stratum boundaries and sample sizes for sampling
Y using the known values of variable X for
all the units in the population. A model, such as those given
in section 3, characterizes the relationship between X and Y.
This section extends the stratification algorithm of Lavallée
and Hidiroglou (1988) to situations where X and Y differ. It
uses the log-linear model of section 3.1 to account for the
differences between Y and X. Modifications to handle the
random replacement model are easily carried out (see
Rivest 1999).

5.1 A Generalization of Sethi’s (1963) Stratification
Method

It is convenient to consider an infinite population ana-
logue to equation (2.4) for n. Since the random variable X
has a density the first two conditional moments of Y
given that can be written in terms of

where β is the slope of the log-linear model given in section
3.1 (in this section β and σ represent parameters of the
log-linear model of section 3.1, since there is no risk of
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(5.7)

confusion the subscript log is not used anymore). For
stratification purposes, it is useful to rewrite (2.4) in terms
of the conditional means and variances for Y,

where denotes the allocation rule written in terms of
the known X. For instance, under power allocation,

for Given a model for the relationship
between Y and X, and

can be written in terms of and
Thus, the partial derivatives of n with respect to can

be evaluated, for using the chain rule,

Observe that

This leads to the following result, for

Similarly,

The Sethi’s (1963) algorithm is used to solve
It considers that the partial derivatives are proportional to
quadratic functions in The updated value for is
given by the largest root of the corresponding quadratic
function. When this gives

while for we have

The partial derivatives of n with respect to and
depend on moments of order 0, 1, and 2 of within
stratum h. These moments are evaluated using the N
x-values in the population. For instance,

Applications of this general method are provided next.
When using Sethi’s algorithm, one typically has

Note however that it also works when In this case,
the algorithm is searching for the boundary between a
take-all anda take-somestratum. Successive evaluations of
presented above yield an optimal boundary. When one
assumes that the stratification and the study variable
coincide, i.e., this boundary is nearly identical to
that obtained with the algorithm presented in Hidiroglou
(1986).

5.2 An Algorithm for Power Allocation

For the log-linear model of section 3.1, the conditional
expectation is while the condi-
tional variance is

where Under the power allocation rule,
and formula (5.7) for n becomes

The partial derivatives needed to implement the strati-
fication algorithm are easily calculated; for
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where

and

5.3 An algorithm for Neyman allocation

Under Neyman allocation, allocation rule (2.3) written in
terms of and is

and the formula for n is

The partial derivatives needed to implement Sethi’s
(1963) iterative algorithm are,

where

and

6. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Slanta and Krenzke (1994, 1996) encountered numerical
difficulties when using the Lavallée and Hidiroglou algo-
rithm with Neyman allocation: convergence was slow and
sometimes the algorithm did not converge to the true mini-
mum value for n. Indeed Schneeberger (1979) and Slanta
and Krenzke (1994) showed that, for a particular bimodal
population, the problem has a saddle; that is the partial deri-
vatives are all null at boundaries which do not give a
true minimum for n.

When using the algorithms constructed in this paper, we
also experienced the numerical difficulties alluded to in
Slanta and Krenzke (1994). The algorithms constructed
under power allocation were generally more stable than
those using Neyman allocation; numerical difficulties were
more frequent when the number L of strata was large.
Furthermore, as the distribution for Y moved away from that
of X, i.e., as increases, non convergence of the algorithm
and failure to reach the global minimum for n were more
frequent. In these situations, the stratification algorithm’s
starting values were of paramount importance. For instance,
in Table 2, the design accounting for changes between Y
and X obtained under Neyman allocation depends heavily
on the starting values. The one presented in Table 2 uses the
boundaries presented in Table 2 for the power allocation as
starting values. Starting the algorithm with the boundaries
obtained in Table 1 for the Lavallée Hidiroglou algorithm
with Neyman allocation yields a different sampling design
having

A good numerical strategy is to run the stratification
algorithm for several intermediate designs to get to a final
sampling design, with the stratum boundaries obtained at
one step used as starting values for the algorithm at the next
step. The log-linear algorithm is always run in two steps;
first run the Lavallée and Hidiroglou algorithm, setting

and use these boundaries as starting value for the
algorithm with a non null σ. Also use as starting value for
Neyman allocation the corresponding boundaries found
under power allocation with a p value around 0.7.
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7. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed generalizations of the Lavallée
and Hidiroglou stratification algorithm that account for a
difference between the stratification and the survey
variables. Two statistical models have been introduced for
this purpose. The new class of algorithms uses the Chain
Rule to derive partial derivatives and Sethi’s (1963)
technique to find the optimal stratum boundaries.

The log-linear model stratification algorithm proposed in
this paper was used successfully in several surveys designed
at the Statistical Consulting Unit of Université Laval. For
estimating total maple syrup production in a year, the
number of sap producing maples for a producer was a con-
venient size variable. Historical data was used to estimate
the parameters of the log-linear model linking sap pro-
ducing maples and production volume. Another example is
the estimation of the total maintenance deficit of hospital
buildings in Quebec. The value of each building was the
known stratification variable. The maintenance deficit was
estimated to be in the range (20%, 40%) by experts. Solving

log(40%) - log(20%) gives log(2)/4 0.17
as a possible parameter value for the log-linear model of
section 3.1. In these two examples accounting for changes
between the stratification and the survey variables increased
the sample size n by a fair percentage and yielded survey
estimators whose estimated CVs were close to the target
CVs.

Two SAS IML functions implementing the algorithm
presented in this paper, for power and Neyman allocation,
are available on the author’s website at http: //www.mat.
ulaval.ca/pages/lpr/. They allow user specified starting
values for the stratum boundaries; they can be used to
implement the numerical strategies presented in section 6.
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